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Abstract

Mathematical description of crack initiation in friction lining under braking
is given. It is assumed that crack initiation and fracture of lining’s material
occurs under multiple braking. The problem on equilibrium of friction lining
with nuclear crack is reduced to the solution of the system of nonlinear singular
integrodifferential equation with Cauchy type kernel. The condition of appear-
ance of a crack is formulated taking account of the criterion of the limit traction
of the bonds in the material.

Problem Statement. Friction couple ”drum-lining” of drum block brake
mechanisms functions under complicated stres state conditions. Elaboration of
mathematical model within of which one could effectively prognose development
of crack type defects in friction lining under braking is of great importance.

In the course of operation of friction pair ”drum-lining” there will arise prefrac-
ture zones (interlayers of overstressed material) in friction linings and they will be
modelled as areas of weakened interparticle bonds of material.

Interaction of lips of these areas is modelled by introducing between the prefrac-
ture strip lips the bonds of the given strain diagram of material’s bonds.

Interaction of prefracture zones lips is modelled by introducing adhesion forces
(bonds) between the prefracture zone lips. Physical nature of such bonds and sizes
of prefracture areas wherein interaction of interparticle bonds areas lips is realized
depends on the form of the material [1− 4] . Thus embryonic cracks are modelled
by prefracture zones with bonds between the lips that are considered as the areas of
weakened interpartide bonds of the material. Since the prefracture zones of lining
are small in comparison with the remaining part of friction lining, we can remove
them mentally and replace by sections whose surfaces interact between themselves
by some law that corresponds to the action of the removed material. It is accepted
that the law on deformation of bonds is given. In the investigated case, arise of
crack type defect represents a process of transition of prefracture zone to the area
of broken bonds between lining’s material surfaces. We model friction lining by a
curved (annular) beam with cross section close to narrow rectangle. Assume that
external contour of the lining is close to annular one. As is known, real processed
surface is never absolutely smooth and always has micro or macroscopic irregularities
of technological character making roughness and they have essential influence on
different operational properties of triboconjunction [5] .

The friction lining will bend in the curvature plane under the action of contact
pressure on external boundary. Refer the lining to polar system of coordinates rθ
having chosen the origin at the centre of concentric circles Lθ, L with radii R0 and
R, respectively. Consider some arbitrary realization of a rough external surface
of the lining. In domain occupied by friction lining, the stress tensor components
σr, σθ, τ rθ should satisfy the equations of plane theory of elasticity [6] . Represent
the boundary of external contour of lining L′ in the form

r = ρ (θ) , ρ (θ) = R+ εH (θ) ,

where ε = Rmax/R is a small parameter; Rmax is the greatest height of bulg (valley)
of unevenness of external surface of the lining; H (θ) is a function independent on
small parameter.




